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NJTA has been established for the enjoyment
and preservation of the Triumph automobile.
NJTA is open to all owners of Triumph autos
and to those interested in the Triumph brand.
The New Jersey Triumph Association is a local
chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register, the
Triumph Sports Owners Association and the
Triumph Register of America.
Membership dues are $25 for the first year’s
registration which includes the official NJTA club
pin. Renewal membership dues are $20
annually thereafter. Dues are to be submitted by
April of each year. This entitles you to
participate in all club activities, meetings and
elections. You will also receive the Club
newsletter, The Coventry Chronicle, in which
you are able to post free classified ads for a run
of three months. You can find the membership
form on the last page of this newsletter.
The Coventry Chronicle is the official publication
of the New Jersey Triumph Association and is
published monthly.
Technical material is provided for reference only
and should be utilized advisedly.
Opinions expressed are those of the
contributors or correspondents and
are not those of the New Jersey Triumph
Association, its members or its officers or
advisors.
Visit us at our web site
www.njtriumphs.org
Please submit articles, letters and information to
the Coventry Chronicle Editor
Ray Homiski
P.O. Box 6
Gillette, NJ 07933
e-mail
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Allen Rosenberg 732-742-4642
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Meet a Member
By Steve Bodenweiser
I knew of Steve Bodenweiser before I was a Triumph owner, well sort of. You see I was
working in Parsippany some years ago and used to drop by Morristown now and then
and saw this classic car mechanics shop there. I used to ride my bike after work and
made sure I went by the shop just to see what was in the parking lot. Admittedly I did
stop now and then to ogle the cars. Fast forward a few years later I buy a TR3A and
join the NJTA and meet Steve there. I did not know that he was the owner, chief cook
and bottlewasher then but after several meetings things began to fall into place.
A good thing to as Steve is a wealth of knowledge on Brit cars and regularly
participates in conversations at meetings, runs events and attends shows with his two
GT6’s. As you can see on the cover they are spectacular. I am happy he is part of the
club and understand he is into a new venture now, located in PA after his retiring his
shop in Morristown. Here is his account on how he came to own and restore those
magnificent GT6’s.
Ray Homiski
After owning my first GT6 for over twenty years, I was driving down Main Street in
Kutztown PA when I spotted another GT6. I had rarely seen a GT6 MKII, so later, when
the gas station was closed, I drove back to look at it. It was bad but all there. I went
back home, but I thought about the car. The next week, I drove by and it had a for sale
sign on it. The owner said he wanted $1500. So that was that, it seemed like too much
money for a beat up car. My brother, Al
said, “Wouldn’t it be nice to have two
GT6’s, especially when you almost never
see even one? Then you would have two
side by side.” I thought it was crazy, but
deep inside I did feel it would be great to
have two of a car of which most people
have never seen even one. So the next
weekend I called and set up an
appointment to see the car. I offered
$500 but the owner explained that it was
a good running car and worth a lot more.
I let it sit. By now, Al was asking me if the
car sold. How would I feel if someone else bought it? I would then have another GT6
MKII next to mine at a show that might even show me up. As the spring started, I
began to fear that the car would sell, so I met with the owner and offered $700. We
settled at $750 and I drove the car back to my house. I had just bought a nice used
bucket of rust! I put it in the garage. My next problem was getting the car from Kutztown
Pa to Morristown NJ and my shop.
Continued...

Meet a Member
By Steve Bodenweiser
Through some fast-talking and some temporary acquisitioning, I borrowed a Chevy
Suburban from one friend and a car trailer from another. I drove out, picked up the car
and brought it to my shop. I started by pulling out the engine and trans to paint the
engine compartment that was four different colors of over spray. I replaced the clutch,
all the brakes, the brake lines, calipers, wheel cylinders and the slides, the handbrake
cables and the rotoflex joints. I rebuilt the engine and the transmission with original
factory parts.
I started to strip the paint
from the bonnet and then
I took it to the body shop.
One month later I stopped
to see how things were
going. The bonnet was in
the back out in the rain
and it had acquired
several new dents, at
which point I decided that
this was not the place to
have the body restored. I
took the bonnet and my
bad feelings and set out
to find a body shop with
both the talent and the
willingness to do the work. Fortunately Al, who is into street rods, knew from
magazines that J&R from Morristown had had several of the cars they worked on in
Street Rod Magazine, so we went to see them. I spoke with Jack. Ron, his brother,
paints the cars but does not talk at all with the clients. Jack said that he could start it
but not for six months as they were booked up. I agreed and waited for my opening in
six months. I brought the car in six months later and only a week after that Jack called
and said the bonnet already had about $500 worth of work in it. It would need at least
$2600 more to finish due to the dents from the other body shop. He suggested I buy a
new bonnet. The hunt started here. Jack and Ron and now Bob, the metal and body
man, worked on the car while I looked for a bonnet. It seemed simple at first. I called
my friend Nigel, at Spitbits, and he said that he could get me a 4 louver Mark II GT6
bonnet off the next run in about 3 or 4 months. So I paid him and let J&R go ahead
with the rest of the work. As they proceeded, Jack asked how to take out the
windscreen, and then the dash board, then he asked me to order rocker panels, then
door skins.
Continued...
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By Steve Bodenweiser
As time went on, the bonnet did not come, 3 months… 4 months… I called Nigel and he
said another month, 5 months...6 months. I called Nigel, “No problem another month, it
is on the way” 7 months… Now Jack called to tell me to order rear quarter panels and
that the car had once been in an accident. They were going to have to pull the frame
out or the quarter panels would not fit. They would need the rear valence and lower
deck too. Nine months later I called Nigel, “Don’t worry the bonnet is in port in
California. You will have it soon.” (Thank
God.) Jack called, “Do you have the rubber
for the part between the windscreen and the
body?” Next Nigel called, “The bonnet is
smashed. It was damaged at the port. But
don’t worry I can get you another next month.”
Now I had all new metal, thousands and
thousands of dollars in time and bodywork
and no bonnet! I waited three more
months…NO BONNET. I called Nigel and he
said. “It won’t be long.” Months later, Nigel
shipped the bonnet. When it arrived at J&R,
Jack called me, “This bonnet is dented and squished. Did you know he would ship it in
only a cardboard box?” I said, “No, I paid big bucks. I thought it would come in a gold
leaf wrapper!” We sent it back. Needless to say this was not what Nigel was hoping for.
When I called Nigel said he would put a claim in but could not refund the shipping or
the money until the claim was processed. I waited for a new bonnet while Bob worked
on the floors and the top. After two or three
months, I called Nigel and he said that they
were not pressing new bonnets for another
year So I called Rimmer Brothers in GB
and they had a bonnet right on the shelf, so I
said “Good, send it and thanks for the
prompt service.” However, they were not
willing to ship it to me once they found out
my address. They do not ship bonnets
because, “ they get ruined in the shipping
process” (something that apparently Nigel
did not know.) But I could ship it myself. I
spent 3 days on the phone calling every one from ADT to UPS. No one would ship it for
me, . unless I bought a cargo container! Finally I did get a quote for just air freight, that
was all I could get, but it cost more than the bonnet! So I called Nigel back and asked
for the new, yet still dented, bonnet back. He agreed, but this time he charged $350
shipping to pay for the wooden box he had to build to protect the already dented
bonnet.
Continued...
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Continued

Well, now a year and a half later I had a brand new, not any more dented than before,
bonnet for Bob to put back into the correct shape. All this time I had been accruing
bills from Jack about every six weeks. Now Bob started on the bonnet and fitting it to
the car. He had to reset the braces and he had to carefully bend the bonnet to fit the
body. He tapped out the dents and did whatever magic he does. Now the car was
about ready, all primed and sanded with all the chrome and rubber removed. It had
no glass, no side windows, no front or rear glass, nothing, just ready for paint. They
started with the windscreen frame and a 1 foot by 2 foot piece of scrap metal to see if
the color green was a color
I liked. I liked the paint. As
you know, there are
several British racing
greens. The one I chose
was the triumph British
Racing green. It is much
lighter than the Jaguar
green. After the paint was
done, all the rubber was
replaced. I had sent the
chrome out to be
straightened and rechromed. Bob installed all
the rubber and the chrome,
being careful to be certain
every thing was straight.
He also was very careful
when assembling the car
to see that the body seams were even. Most of the time Bob had to cut or reshape the
body panels. He even made some up himself when the parts were not correct. When I
got the car back, Jack said, “We are done but we will not do the wiring. The wires are
all in the car where they went but none are connected.” So, my last chore was to try to
see the colors of the old faded wires and put them in the correct places. With a few
tries I got everything where it belonged. Eventually the car was finished. It took over
two and a half years,but this car was worth it. There is not a rattle in the car. The
shifter is tight and the steering has no play. It is a pleasure to drive, especially with all
my good NJTA buddies on a cruise. I love the looks we get. We should all be proud of
our cars and the automotive history we are saving for the next generation.
PS: I have lots of extra parts for a GT6 or Spit!
Steve

Club News
Meeting Highlights
By Debbie Lipp
- Introductions
- Cliff was the leader for the meeting. He said Ross resigned from the Presidency and
the club
- We need another board member (for votes) so Jean Gagnon will be on the board for
the next 2 years since he was the last President (before Ross)
- Cliff nominated Ray Homiski for Presidency
- The NJTA Holiday Party will be held on Sunday, 12/8/13 at Delicious Heights in
Bedminster, NJ.
It will be $28 per person. Anyone who is coming, send their checks to Ken so we can
get a head count.
- Ken & Lillian discussed the annual fall run. 12 cars with 20 people attended. There
was beautiful scenery, twists and turns, lunch at a country club, a visit to a canal
museum on the Morris Canal and we ended with a stop to a pumpkin/apple farm
where we had cider, cider donuts and ice cream.
- New members attended the meeting (4 in total)
- Any interesting articles can be sent to Ray for the newsletter.
- The floor was opened for any tech questions.
- It was also mentioned that the newsletter contains a free classifieds section and for
everyone to use it.
- Next month is the election for the new President.
- Cliff brought up sponsoring trophies for Ocean Grove, NJ show - it would be $50 to
sponsor 3 trophies in a class.
- Emery brought up that he has secured the dates for the next Touch of England show
at the Hermitage House. It will be Saturday, June 8 and the rain date will be Sunday,
June 9.
- Flea Market/Swap Meet
- End of the meeting
Deb

Club News
Elections
Debbie Lipp

We will be holding elections as outlined in our club By-Laws effective when you
receive this newsletter and will close them down on November 25, 2013. No ballots
received after that date will be counted. We will announce the new officers at the
regular November meeting and then by email soon afterwards.
New elections are called for every two years according to our By-Laws. The positions
up for election are as follows.
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Newsletter Editor
Membership Director
Rally Master
Regalia Director
Club Archivist
Many of these positions are currently filled and will be up for re-election. We do have
some with a vacancy such a Rally Master. We will hold elections open to the entire
membership by returning the ballot (Attached) to our Secretary Debbie Lipp no later
than November 25, 2013. Debbie’s email is ( freyacrue@aol.com ). The ballot shows
the current nominees for the positions but that should not stop you from using the
write in section should you have another candidate in mind. The only rule is that the
nominee needs to be a current NJTA member in good standing and been contacted
and agree to serve if elected.
The next page will show an sample ballot. To get access to the real ballot there are
two files attached to the email that sent you this newsletter. The first is a docx file,
click on this one if you have a newer computer. If it does not open for you then click on
the next doc file. That is for older computers or programs. Once you open the file, you
can vote in that column, save the document and email it to Debbie. If none of these
work then contact Ray Homiski at
TR3RAY@gmail.com

Club News
Elections
Debbie Lipp
Now as you look at the attached ballot, it is separated into 5 columns each identified
at the top by both an alpha character and title.
Column A - Indicates the Office up for election.
Column B - shows the name of the current nominee or Candidate, if you see an
asterisk after the name then that indicates the person is an incumbent.
Column C - is a Vote box, place an X in this box if you intend to vote for one of the
nominees in column B.
Column D- is for a Write In candidate name. You must place the name of the write in
candidate in this box if you want to select someone other than the candidate in
column B.
Column E is another Vote box where you would place an X in this box if you want to
vote for a write in candidate that you placed in column D. If you place a name in
Column D and do not check column E, that name will not be counted. This is to assure
that you legally vote for that person and not simply write a name down without the
conscious effort to vote.
We will not share any voting information with the membership and will keep your vote
secret. If you choose to mail in the vote to remain anonymous then send your votes to
me at the address below. Do not include your name otherwise what is the point. I will
also be sending paper ballots for those members who do not use e-mail. The
November 25th 2013 postmark deadline will be enforced.
Debbie Lipp
39 Renfrew Place
Staten Island, NY 10303
That is it, pretty simple but if there are any questions don't hesitate to contact me. I
cannot emphasize enough that we will not accept any votes after the November 25th
deadline. Don't ask for extensions because none will be given. This keeps everything
neat and on a time table so we can inaugurate the winners in the January regular club
meeting.
Debbie Lipp
Secretary

Ballot 2013
Due no later than November 25th, 2013

President

Ray Homiski

Vice President

Cliff Besett *

Treasurer

Ken Blair *

Secretary

Debbie Lipp

Newsletter Editor

Ray Homiski *

Membership Director

Ron Weinger *

Events Coordinator

Open

Rally Master

Open

Regalia Director

Art Wildman *

Club Archivist

Open

* = Incumbent

Sample Ballot
Use the ballots attached to the email that sent you this newsletter. Make your
selection, save it then email back to Debbie or if you prefer, snail mail it to her at the
address given in the instructions section of this newsletter on the previous page.

Editorial & Responses
By Ray Homiski Part 1

Here are a couple of readers responses this time around from my last newsletter. I
really like hearing from you so good, bad or ugly send them to me.
Our own Mike Cook of Triumph Management fame wrote...

—--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Well Mike, it’s like this. Dennis gave me a transcript that I transcribed for the newsletter
so I cannot blame him. I added that after my assistant editor looked it over so I cannot
blame her. I guess that leaves only one person...
Of cours
It’s me!
Ray

Editorial & Responses
By Ray Homiski

Our sister club in Ireland responded to my last newsletter article where I took some of
their ad photos and commented on them as to the disparity in car pricing. Here is TR
Register Ireland member Pat MacMahon’s response.
—------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Ray,
Thank you for your email, I love reading your reports & congrats to you on the hard work
you put in to create these monthly newsletters.
Re. the comment in your current newsletter on the different prices shown on the 2
adverts between a TR3 in 1956 & a TR3A in 1960 here in Ireland, with the '56 TR dearer
than the '60 TR.
2 different countries & tax regimes involved. Northern Ireland (UK) with the TR3
compared to Southern Ireland (Ireland) with the 3A.
The UK put a higher tax on home sales of motor vehicles whereas Ireland was in the all
important export market from the UK (as was your country) & enjoyed a lower base
price!
Back in those days the 2 currencies carried the same value whereas today Ireland uses
the €uro currency while Northern Ireland uses the £Pound Sterling!
Happy TR-ing,
Pat
www.facebook.com/TRSPORTSCARS
—---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thank you Pat for the compliments and the explanation. As you can imagine, we Yanks
are not a big fan of taxes. I think we had a disagreement over them some time ago with
that same country.
Ray

Editorial & Responses
By Ray Homiski
As I write this, the temperature has fallen outside to where it is a bit uncomfortable to
ride top down. Still, I did it today in defiance to Mother Nature. I really do not want to
admit that the season is over but she will win out in the end.
To prepare for the off season I could write about the usual winter storage tips but you
can check last year’s newsletter for that. I wanted to do something else. This past year I
have been involved in more activities with the club, learned a lot more about the marque,
met more club members and got to know them better. All this made me happy and glad
to be a part of it.
I have done a lot of reading of current and past Triumph magazines and continue to be
surprised by discovering new models and technical tips that abound within their pages.
We as a club have some pretty special cars among our membership as you have seen
in past issues. Still there is much more out there and I continue to be amazed at how
much. As an example, how many of you have heard of a Triumph Flow Free? How about
a Triumph Avon Turbo Acclaim? There were cars like Triumph Super Seven Fabric
Saloon and even something called a Gloria Vitesse. To be sure there were many more
models that I have only seen in photo form but would love to encounter some day in real
life.
To that end I am always open to members sending me photos or telling me stories about
such things. I not only enjoy those things, I like to bring them all to your attention so as a
club we all grow in knowledge of the brand. It also allows me to get to know fellow
members and bring them to the forefront of the club by using this newsletter as my
vehicle.
If you have not guessed by now this was a thinly veiled attempt to get you all to send me
stuff about Triumph. Send me your car photos, stories and anything related so we can all
learn and share. I am always on the lookout for more information and not trailer queens
only. I want the real thing, your daily driver, show quality or queen. They are all in their
own way important to the club. If I could afford a trailer queen, I would but I cannot. I am
happy with what I have and so should you. Projects under construction are of interest to
many. Any special things you have learned along the way are important to document so
we all do not have to cross that same bridge since it was already done by someone in
the past. Who knows, someday you may be the editor of this newsletter. Get started now
by sending me your stuff.
Send you stuff to me...
Ray Homiski
TR3RAY@gmail.com

Club Activities
By
Ray Homiski

The Fall Fun Run
The leaves are turning, the temperature just a bit cooler and the skies darken sooner
than we like. That means it was time for our Fall Fun Run. As they have done
previously, Ken and Lillian Blair outdid themselves once again. Our initial staging site
was the very same as was used for our Fallfest, that is Flemington, NJ.
I arrived a bit late to find a good amount of
NJTA members had gathered for this run,
this was a good sign. This was going to be a
tour of Warren & Morris Counties with
selected stops. An observation I made early
on was that Ken & Lillian chose several
interesting roads that had few lights so we
were able to keep going for long periods of
time.

After going through a covered bridge
(initially impeded by a rather large truck) we
struck out on some very scenic roads. We
went down Rt 29 where the road narrows so
much so that they felt the need to place a
sign to tell you it was a “One Lane Road”
and they meant it. We passed shear rock
formations, vast forests, farms and
cornfields that gave the ride a relaxed feel.

After 55 miles of this we came to our first stop,
lunch at Architects Golf Club in Phillipsburg,
NJ. We all parked and headed for the posh
Country Club to eat.
Continued...

Club Activities
By Ray Homiski
Continued

After we finished it was time to
ride again and after several
miles more we came upon the
(Morris Canal Inclined Plane 9
West). This was an unexpected
treat. We were met by the
national landmark’s curator who
began to give us the history and
a walking tour of the site. The
curator was in fact part of the
family that lived, grew up and
excavated the historic site. In
fact, our tour guide told us of his
working the site at the ripe old
age of 10 after his father
purchased it. This was back in
the 70s and time had taken its
toll on the land and site. The Inclined Plane that powered and drew canal boats over a
steep descent in the terrain back in the mid 1800s was now buried beneath soil and
debris left by the workers that shut the thing down in the early part of the 20th century. In
fact, most everything we saw had to be dug up and restored to display. This included a
50 foot deep by 4 foot diameter pipe that lead water down to a turbine below. The
turbine powered a cable car system that moved the boats over the steep terrain. Then
the exit tunnel for the water had to be dug out and that was a massive undertaking also.
They not only encountered yards and yards of soil that had to be moved but large
boulders dropped into the flume and a lot of site debris needed to be removed.
You get to see the site (now excavated) and go down the water exit tunnel to view the
huge turbine. You immediately get a sense of 19th century technology as this seemed
pretty sophisticated for its time. I will let the photos do the rest of the speaking but you
really need to see this for yourself if you have not been there.

Continued...

Club Activities
By Ray Homiski
Continued

After we finished, we headed towards
our last stop at Mackey's Farm for ice
cream. This was a welcome refresher
after a long day and the weather
cooperated just splendidly. The stand
not only featured many flavors of ice
cream but fresh fruit, pastries, jellies
and home made apple cider.
We then parted company and went our
separate ways home, some in groups
others solo. All in all a very nice,
relaxed and fun run. Guess that is why
we call it the Fall Fun Run.
See photos in these links.
Owen’s photos...
https://plus.google.com/u/3/photos/110955146320183018531/albums/5935144115982941265

Ray’s Photos...
https://plus.google.com/u/3/photos/110955146320183018531/albums/5935151809443361361

1. Driving up Rt 29 with top down and hearing a scary motor noise all around me.
Turned out to be a vintage Bi-Plane out for a ride directly above me. I thought I blew a
muffler.
2. The one lane road that allows two cars going in opposite directions.
3. Narrow road + shear rock formations on right side. Good thing my passenger seat
was open in case a boulder wanted to go along for the ride.
4. Standing in a space the size of a small garage that held a huge water turbine
knowing that it use to be filled with a canal and not people.
5. The road (formerly a mule tow path) up to and leaving the Morris Canal site was a
rather narrow gravel road with a high berm on either side. Note, two cars could not fit
on this one.
6. No mechanicals (Yippie)
Cheers

What’s New ?

Eric & Kathy Boehm owners of a 1974 TR6
Tom & Pat Russo owners of a 1969 TR6
Joel & Erin Barbarito who are looking for a Triumph
Report from Dennis Mamchur on his Southern Cross entry into a Concours.
“Ray, NJTA represented well at the Radnor Hunt Concours on Sun. My Southern
Cross took a 1st. place.” Dennis

Our Membership Director, Ron Weinger, breaks down our cars.
What we drive
GT6

5

Spitfire

9

Stag

3

TR2

1

TR3

7

TR3A

7

TR3B

3

TR4

11

TR4A

3

TR250

6

TR6

56

TR7

7

TR8

5

Others: Gloria Southern Cross 1
TR2000

1

21 members own more that one Triumph
2 members are still looking for a car

What’s New ?
Continued

A couple of members went to Watkins Glen this year for their annual vintage car run.
Here are some photos and text supplied by both members Rick Ladd & Mike
Paserchia. Looks like they had a blast.
—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Watkins Glen was a blast. We drove up
with Mike Paserchia and three other
friends as a group. So we had five Spitfires
traveling together!
Great friends, great cars and perfect
weather! We had some small break downs
but we made it up to the Glen in good time.
The only malfunction I had to deal with ( or
should I say Johanna did ) was the
passenger door handle lock failed. Johanna
had to crawl in and out from the driver's
side. She was a good sport about it.
The weekend events consisted of a
fantastic show of vintage cars and parade
laps through this historic town. The
following day we took our cars out on the
Nascar track just outside of town.
Like everyone on the track, we really
wanted to race our cars but track officials
kept us in line. It was still a great deal of
fun and a perfect photo opportunity of us,
on the track in our cars. In addition to the
car events we took a walk through Watkins
Glen Stake Park that left us spellbound,
the park has 19 waterfalls and 200ft cliffs.
So I guess you could say we had a great
surf & turf kind of weekend.

What’s New ?
Continued
Member and former President Jean Gagnon has found an interesting Classic Import
Car museum in Nashville, TN. A bit of a drive for most of us but if you are in that
area you can look up the Lane Motor Museum. Here is their site link.
http://www.lanemotormuseum.org/
Member Ray Paterek recently attended the Cruise Night at 5 Points in Union NJ with
his Triumph 2000. He went home with the top prize for the year, a 7 foot trophy that
took up more room in his car than his wife. Congratulations to Ray and wife Pam for
sharing this with us. I saw this trophy in person and it was bigger than me.
Ray Homiski

A company called RetroAir Introduces A Complete Air Conditioning Kit For Non A/C
Equipped Triumph TR6
See details under this link.
http://www.retroair.com/triumphairconditioning.html

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

Technical Q & A
I have a 1965 TR4A and have experienced an interesting problem.
Just recently after I have been driving the car for a little while, when I tried to accelerate
or add load, the car feels like it is starving for fuel. I thought that could be the case, as it
was pointing on the below 1/4 on the gas gauge, so I filled it and it took 11 gallons (so
in a 14 gal tank...certainly wasn't a sloshing issue.).
Anyway - thinking it may be an vacuum advance problem, I checked that - and is fine.
However, I do have a clear in-line fuel filter on the distributor side of the valve cover,
and when I started the car, the filter was full of gas. But, after letting it run while doing
some other things, I noticed that every once in a while it would get some air bubbles on
the top and gradually that bubble (or lack of gasoline) grew. Over time (maybe 10-15
minutes), there was very little gas in the filter as if the engine was taking in more gas
than was being delivered. Then it started to rough idle - and sporadically I could see
fuel entering the filter, but never more than 1/4 full.
Now, I rebuilt the fuel pump 2 years ago - but could it go bad that quickly?
Also, does the seal on the gas cap make any difference in these old cars? As the
rubber is hardened ... but has been that way since I bought the car 30 years ago, and
just now experiencing this issue??
The confusing part is seeing air bubbles - I do not think it is vapor lock...as it is far too
cold, and I believe I mitigated that years ago when I experienced it in the heat of
summer, whereby the car wouldn't restart after I drove it in the hot weather unless it
was cooled down for a while.
That's pretty much all the data I can provide you.
Any ideas of the cause and how to mitigate? I really want to keep it original, so prefer
not to put in an electric fuel pump - as for almost 50 years, that mechanical solution
worked!
Thanks in advance for your help.
—--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thanks for your question and I would like to take a crack at it if I could. I have a
TR3A with pretty much the same engine as the TR4. I have experienced the same
thing and also put a in line glass filter just before the fuel pump. What I found is that the
fuel pump glass bowl has a bronze mesh inside of it that can become clogged and
starves the engine of gas.
Continued...

Technical Q & A
Part 2

Each time this happened I would prime the pump with the lever just below it and it
would start and go away for a while. Same like you, I eliminated the pump, vacuum and
other issues. Once I addressed this mesh cleaning, the problem went away.
The mesh is hard to see and even harder to get out. When you drop the glass
bowl (pinch off the gas line first) there is a gasket between the bowl and pump housing.
Make sure you have a new one before you do this as it may have hardened and break
upon removal. That gasket holds the mesh doughnut up against the housing. The
whole thing is up side down so you cannot see the mesh without a mirror. I used a
dental pick to remove it. If you are careful, you can remove it without damage. When
you get the mesh out, clean it by blasting with a carb cleaner like Gumout spray. If you
damage it then it is not easy to find a replacement. I have found a company that sells
them along with the gaskets. They sell them as separate units without having to buy the
entire pump or rebuild kit. They are called "Restoration Supply Company" Although
they feature pre-war parts they seem to have some items that go across the board.
Their web site is www.restorationstuff.com and the part number for the cork gasket is
ACC192 at .40 cents then the bronze mesh doughnut ACC193 at $1.20. You can get
shipment details on the site.
Also note, I have recently read where some fuel contains more than the 10% allotted by
law of ethanol. Because it is more volatile than gas it can vaporize quicker causing
vapor lock. Google (Ethanol Vapor Lock) and read some of the articles. I especially like
the one for aircraft what will not allow its use at all for obvious reasons yet we must use
it in our cars because we have no choice. This vapor lock is why you might see the air
pocket in your glass filter.
—---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BTW - I always put in Stable gas treatment - as I don't use more than a tank a year and
refill/top-it-off when I'm ready to store for the winter as well. So, I don't think the
Ethanol has eaten away the pump diaphragm.
Per the advertising and spec sheets, STA-BIL corrects the E issues, and i just bought a
product recommended called K-100MG, which not only stabilizes and is an Ethanol
treatment, but adds 3-4 Octane points!
I'll let you know what I discover.

Classifieds
Remember, as a member of the NJTA you are entitled to a free posting on classifieds
for 3 months running. Dig out your garage and send photos, description and contact
information to me at TR3RAY@gmail.com and I will get it listed in the next issue.
3rd Posting...
This is a bit of an unusual posting. Member Owen Kanzler is selling his vehicle. No not
his Triumph TR6 but his Classic 1958 Cessna 172, four seat, single engine airplane.
Owen reports, with only 516 hours on Continental O-300A, 145 HP six cylinder engine
and only 5651 hours total airframe time. Included are a 720 channel radio,
transponder, Mode C altitude encoder, two place intercom, new mufflers and tires. The
plane just completed annual inspection (7/13) and is well maintained by me the 25 year
owner. It flies beautifully. If you don't know how to fly, buy this and learn in your own
airplane. It's easy! If you already drive a British sports car, it would be no sweat to learn
to fly this. Also, if you're comfortable with the shoulder to shoulder cozyness of a British
sports car, you'll feel right at home in this. Give flight to your dreams.
Asking only $21,500. Call Owen at 908-486-2262.

Continued...

Classifieds
continued

1st Posting...
Complete interior (black) for TR-7 1975 coupe still in boxes and wraps- quick sale
$100.00. If interested please call . Located in Rumson, Monmouth County, NJ
Thomas Matulewicz
732-606-5726

WANTED
Hi Ray,
There is a guy who needs an apron for a tr-3, he has a 56 and is willing to buy a small
mouth or large mouth grill for it. His contact email is vdsammy@aol.com. And his
name is Roy, phone is 917-696-5443

Events
Check out the Events section of our web site and this newsletter to be up to date on
the latest gatherings both club and non club sponsored. We really like to see new
members and cars at our shows no matter the condition or age. Please try and attend
one of the club meetings at the Chimney Rock Inn in Gillette NJ. It happens each
month (Except December) on the 4th Tuesday of that month and starts at 7:30 PM. It is
a great venue, you have dinner, talk cars, watch presentations and share information
about Triumph cars. You don’t need an invitation. Drop in, bring a friend and enjoy your
club and all it has to offer.

We have settled on a date, time and place for our 2013 NJTA Holiday Party. It will be at
Delicious Heights but this time at their Bedminster location. It is only 15 minutes away
from the Berkeley Heights location but offers so much more.
The date is Sunday December 8th at 1 PM and the address is 285 Main Street,
Bedminster, NJ.
The Bedminster location will accommodate more people. Last year we had the party at
the Berkeley Heights location and it was pretty cozy. This new location can give us
more space and an extended menu. We are working on the details of the menu now,
but rest assured that we have everyone covered meat eaters, seafood, vegetarian and
vegan. Stay tuned for the menu information.
Now for the details. Last year we had a sudden rush at the end and we could not
change venues quickly enough to accommodate everyone comfortably.
This year we are asking for payment in advance to secure your place and so we have
an accurate head count to make sure that we set up accordingly.
Here is the deal, the dinner will cost approximately $56 per person but that is not what
you will pay. For this extended menu and a better venue we are asking that each
member pay only $28 per person and the NJTA will pay the other half as our gift to our
members. That is, you get a meal worth $56 but pay only half. This includes tip, tax will
be paid by NJTA but alcoholic beverages are extra and will be handled individually.
That is the deal. We now need you to secure your place at the table by sending a check
($28 per person) made out to the New Jersey Triumph Association. Send it to our
Treasurer Ken Blair at 3 Pleasant Place , Rockaway, NJ 07866 no later than December
4th. You can always pay at our two scheduled club meetings before then.
If you have any questions, please contact either of us. We hope to see you and expect
we will have a great party!!!
Thank you,
Cliff Besett, Ken Blair, Ray Homiski

Events
We have an early jump this year on the dates for our Touch of England show at the
Hermitage in Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ. Member and TOE coordinator Emery Duell reports that
the dates approved by The Hermitage are Saturday June 7, 2014 and a rain date of
Sunday June 8, 2014.
Mark those calendars now so you won’t get conflicted with any other event as this
always proves to be one of the hi lights of the NJTA season. More details about the
show will be forthcoming in later newsletter issues.

Membership Form

You are at the first step in joining the premier Greater New Jersey/New York automobile
club dedicated to keeping the Triumph motor car alive.
We are unable to accept membership applications over the internet. Please print and
clearly complete the membership form below and mail it to
New Membership
New Jersey Triumph Association
Box 6
Gillette, N J 07933-0006
With a check for $25.00 made payable to the New Jersey Triumph Association.
This is a family membership so include the name of your spouse, girlfriend, significant
other, or other family members.
Our primary method of notifying members of events is by email so please make sure your
email address is accurate.
Name(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Phone # ( _____)______________ (optional)
E-mail _____________________________________________
Year and model Triumph(s) owned
_____________________________________________________________________
There have been requests to have the roster printed in the Coventry Chronicle. If you
want the following information included please check the appropriate box. At the
minimum, we will only print name, town, state and cars owned. (Several vendors receive
our newsletter, as well as other clubs, so they will have access to any information printed.
Do
Do

include phone number in roster ________
include full address in roster ________
(only town and state will be included)
Do
include e-mail address ________

